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%uT6MATIC sTABILz Ty OF AIRPLANES*

By I’r. Haus

PART I

II?TROOUCTION TO THE PROBLEM OF AUTOMATIC STABILITY

Since the early days of aviation, the problem of air-
plane stability was a subject of investigation which ab-
sorbed the activity of many scientists. It is endeavored
below to give a full outline of tile problem and to classi-
fy the proposed solutioils systematically. Longitudinal
stability, which can be studied separately, is considered
first. Tile combiilation of lateral and directional stabil-
ities, which cannot be separated, will be dealt with later.

I. THE PITCHING i/iOiviEllT

Let M be the moment exerted by the air forces about
an axis origiilating in the center of gravity and perpen-
dicular to tileplaile of symmetry. This moment is often
called the pitching moment. It is positive when it tei~ds
to ilOse the airplane over, It is expressed ‘oy the follow-
ing formula

M=cmS2~

wilere Cm is a nondimeilsional factor,

s, the wing area of the airplane,

2, tile mean wing chord.

cm is a well-known factor determined by wind-tunnel
model tests. It is,. iu genenal,.called coefficient, which
should not, however, lead to the belief that its value is

—.. --.————-...—
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constant. It iS, on the contrary, an actual function de-
pending on several variables, namely”-:

The airplane incidence i, ,,-,*

II elevator setting P,

11 propeller revolutions, denoted by Y = ~ .

If, moreover, the airplane motion is not merely trans- L
lational, but comprises an angular pitching velocity q
about the transverse axis, the factor Cm is a function
of the auxiliary variable T :

where t’ is a characteristic ‘l,ength of the airplane,
namely, the distance between the center of the tail unit
and the airplane e.g.

In that case, ?l is the relation between the linear
velocity of the tail unit, due to the pitching motion, and
the translational velocity of the airplane. The variation
of cm, as a function of these variables, can le deter-
mined for any airplane type. The partial derivatives Cm I
of the function, with respect to the different variables,
have then the following significations:

a~ denotes static or inherent stability, i.e.,
ai the tendency of an airplane oscillating a“Dout

its cog. to settle at a constant angle of in-
cidence with respect to the relative wind.
We put ~Cm/Zli = L and call this expression
the coefficient of static stability.

aCm

m
denotes the action of the elevator on the mag-
nitude of the moment M .. We put dCm/?l~ = 1).

“3cm defines the influence of the propeller slip-
T

stream on this moment and ~m/d~ denotes the
damping of the pitching vibrations of the air-
plane oscillation about its presumably fixed
C.g.
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11;’ S!F’A!CIC”S’TABILITY””AND ELEVATOR EFFICIENCY

,“, ,., . . .

The exact value of Cm as a function of the variables
i and ~ can be easily determined. This result may be
achieved for any airplane type by systematic flight tests.
After building an airplane with good stability character-
istics, it is interesting to express these characteristics
by numerical relations which permit anticipating the ma-
neuverability of airplanes under designp In general,
these data are obtained by scale-model wind-tunnelt tests,
theresulis’ of which, although less accurate,’ still form
interesting approximations.

Under these conditions, the i values are plotted as
the abscissas and the Cm values as the ordinates of a
system of axes. (Fig. 1.) This permits plotting the
curves corresponding to the various values, whence the
classical diagram of the Cm as a.function of the varia- ,
bles i and ~ is obtained. This diagram can also be found
by calculation when the aerodynamic characteristics of the
different airplane components and the position of its e.g.
are known. This diagram differs, however, from the actual
conditions more than that obtained by wind-tunnel tests.

An airplane is statically stable when ~>o, since
a deflection from its position of equilibrium then produces
a restoring moment in the desired direction. The value of
M equals the angular coefficient of the tangents to the
Cn curves of Figure 1.

Experience s’hews that the static stability grows with
the incidence within the range of current flight angles.
The maximum value of the coefficient of static stability
is often reached at incidence near the maximum lift of
the airplane.

If the curves corresponding to different ~ values
were parallel, the coefficient of static stability would be
related to the incidence only, but independent of the ele-
vator setting. Thi s, however, is not quite correct, since
the curves are not quite parallq~

J
Rough~y speak~qg and

considering the main parameter o static,st4~i~$tx p,nly,
namely, the posit’ion of the C.gt and the relative piqq O*
the tail surfaces, one may writ~, “below maximum liff:
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where p is the distance between the cog. and the lead-
ing edge,

S!, the area of the tail surface,

if, II incidence of the tail surface,

Cz, “ lift of the wings,

Czl, II II It 11 tail surface,

k, ‘1 relation between tho square of the true air
speed about the tail surface (making allowance
for the airplane wake and the propeller slip-
stream) and the square of the airplane speed.

dCz dczl
The deri~ativ~s

x
and -— do not vary material-&i !

ly. The most efficient means of increasing static stabil-
ity is:

a reduction of p by a forward shifting of the e.g.

an increase of sl~l or the geometric characteris-
tics of tie tail surface. The partial derivative
denoting the efficiency of the elevator may be
written

(b)

111. PROFELLZR ACTION

The moment M, produc”ed by the air force on the wing,
depends on the parameter ‘Y of the propeller r.p.m., owing
to the action of the slipstream on the tail surfaces. The
moment of the external forces about the e.g. comprises, in
addition. to the air-force moment M, a moment T s exert-
ed by the thrust of the propeller if its axis lies eutside
of the c.g~, s leing its lever arm, which is positive
when the propeller axis lies above tho e.g. When s is
different from zero, the total moment about the e.g. is

M+Ts

and equilibrium is possible only when

M+Ts=O.

. .
—— .-
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Each of these two terms is affected by variations of
the propel.1.er sPe Qd*. The effect of a variation of 7 on
M is a characteristic’of practical importance. All flight
tests show its outstanding influence. This fact has been
confirmed by laboratory tests which permit estimating the
numerical valuo of the derivative aCm/aw. The measured
values vary between 0.05 and 0,22. The fact that they are
positivo shows that the momentis nose-heavy when 7 = V/nD
increases, i.e., when the revolution number decreases at
constant speed or when the atispoed increases a,t constant
rOp.m.

It is now impossible to calculate aCm/a7 in advance,
owing to insufficient knowledge of the mechanism of mutual
interference. The moment T s is a function of the lever
arm of the propeller axis about the e.g. The effect of
this moment can be easily foreseen. Besides, many air-
planes have a very small s.

IV. DAMPING OF THE PITCHING MOTION

The damping of the pitching motion can be easily de-
fined. If it is assumed to be due to displacements of the
horizontal tail surface only, we have

which permits writing

i3Cm = S!Z1 dCz! k-.— —
m 51 dil

(c)

(d)

where the derivative dCz~/dil must necessarily be written
with the radian as the angular unit. The. tail surface pro-
duces part of the’ total damping only. The wings, the fuse-
lage, and all the surfaces tend to produce, a similar effect.

,.
The effect’ of t-he t“ai~ surf”ace is; however,, predomi-

nant. All the other causes of damping can be ,expressed by
multiplying the term corresponding to the tail surface by
a factor kl, the mean nume~i’cal value of which is of the
order of 1.25.

*
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,,
y. DYNAMIC STABILI’~Y ‘~ “ :“

“We have thus briefly summarized our knowledge of the
pitching moment. No final conclusions regarding longitu-
dinal ,stability can be reached on the ground of these data
only. If our investigations are confined to the condi-
tions of equilibrium, a series of problems may be taken up
by studying moment M only. If, on the contrary, our
study extends to the stability of motion or dynamic stabil-
ity, which, in the final analysis, should be our aim, the
study of the moment M is insufficient. The motion is
not determined by the equilibrium of the moments only, but
also by the equations which govern the equilibrium of the
forces in the plane of symmetry. Stability cannot be
studied as though the airplane were suspended from its pre-
sumably stationary e.g. , since a disturbed equilibrium of
the forces modifies the trajectory and affects” the airplane
motion in the same way as the moments.

A survey of longitudinal stability clearly shows that
a statically stable airplane tends to naintain a constant
speed and modify its trajectory to the extent required for
the maintenance of the speed. The opinion on this ques-
tion of Mr. A. Sge, a well-known prewar technician, ex-
pressed by him in 1912, is given below.* According to him,
stability of form roughly insures the stability of the rel-
ative speed and t’he stability of the angle of incidence,
which are more or less quickly recovered by the airplane
after losing either of them. The mechanism for producing
this effect is well known. If the relative speed of an
airplane in equilibrium is suddenly reduced either by a
temporary reduction of the engine speed or by a back
squall, the airplane makes a downward motion and assumes
the following successive attitudes:

1. The relative speed being reduced, the lift grows
deficient and the airplane begins to fall;

2. This fall increases the angle of incidence;

3. With increasing incidence, the inherent stability
produces a moment which noses the airplane over;

*S6e, A.: En quoi consiste la Stabilit4? L~Aerophile,
October 15, 1912.
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the airplane recovers its incidence, but.,
and’ its speed increases;
,, .. .

5*.:The lift increases with the speed and the airplane
stops’falling,;

,.

6. A~”soon as the d~wnward” motion is stopped, the in-
cidence is reduced arid the static stability.creates a tail-
heavy moment which levels off the airplane.

There is little to be changed about such an explana-
tion of the phenomenon”which Mr. Sde sums up as follows:

“An airplane has longitudinal stabi$ity, not when it
opposes pitching motions, but when it conforms’ to the pitch-
ing motions necessitated for stability of speed.”

In this explanation, which we quote as it was given in
1912, no attention was paid to the variations of the pitch-
ing moment due to modifications of Y. If this action is
taken into consideration, it is found to oppose the pitch-
ing motions necessary for the constancy of the relative
speed when the disturbances of the latter are due to exter-
nal causes. In fact, when 3Cm/~?’ is positive, a reduc-
tion of V tends to stall the airplane. On the other
hand, w~qn the decrease of the speed is due to the stopping
of the engine, a decrease in the speed V is accompanied
by a much greater reduction of n. The stopping of the
engine or a reduction of its speed causes an increase of
Y. In this case the effect of the derivative ~Cm/W
contributes toward creating t’he required nose-heavy moment.

The conclusion reached by Mr. S6e may be. considered
as a program. ,A statically stable airplane conforms to
this program under any condition provided the effect of the
static stability overcomes the action of the variation 7’
which is sometimes detrimental. The possible action of the
moment T s must also be taken into consideration when the
thrust axis lies outside the e.g.’

VI. ANALYTICAL REPRESENTATION

New data on these motions are obtained by an analyti-
cal study of the phenomenon. In view of their outstanding
interest the mathematical theory is outlined below.

—. ———
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The equation is established on the.ground of-a system
of axes OX, OY, OZ integral with the airplane and origi-
nating in the e.g. (Fig. 2.) The axes OX and OZ are
in the plane of symmetry. The former, directed forward,
is parallel to the wing chord, and the latter, perpendic-
ular to OX, is directed upward. The OY axis, perpen-
dicular to “the plane of symmetry, is directed toward the
left. The position of the airplane in space is determined
by the following elements:

1. The coordinates of its e.g. with reference to a
system of fixed axes;

2. The orientation of the movable axes ox, OY, 02,
integral with the airplane, with reference to a system of
fixed axes.

The study of stability does not require the coordi-
nates of the e.g. to be known. The knowledge of the three
angles which determine the direction of the trihedral in-
tegral with the airplane, relative to a fixed trihedral,
is necessary. Let q, 0, ~ be these angles which are de-
fined later in connection with the study of lateral sta-
bility. The airplane motion, at any moment, is determined
by:

1. The air speed V of its e.g., the projections of
V of the three axes being u, v, and w;

2. Its angular velocity Q, whose projections on the
axes are Ps !l~ and r.

!Nne position of the airplane on its trajectory is de-
fined by two angles which are functions of the above val-
ues, namely, the angle of incidence i and the angle of
sideslip j. By definition, we have

tan i = - ~, tan j = + ~,.

For small angles this may be written:

i=-~,
u

These conventions are of a sufficiently general char-
acter to permit a subsequent study of lateral and direc-
tional stability. The number of variables is smaller for
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the study of longitudinal motion. (Fig. 3.) The following
parameters only are required:
- ,.-.-- .,. ..

Two linear velocitie6 ‘u and w;
One angular velocity q;
One angle of orientation e,

which defines the inclination of the OX axis to the hor-
izontal. This angle is positive when the OX axis is
directed downward.

VII. STUDY OF THE LONGITUDINM MOTION

The question may now be studied analytically. Let
Fx and Fz (fig. 3) be the projections of the resultant
of the air forces on the axes integral with t’he airplane.
These projections are positive when they define forces
acting in the positive direction of the axes and inverse-
ly. M is the aerodynamic moment about the transverse
axis. It is easily seen that Fx, Fz, and M are only
functions of u, w, q (or of the equivalent values V, i,
~), when the propeller interference is disregarded.

The variables u, W, q, 8 satisfy the equations of
motion with reference to the axes integral with the air-
plane

Fz -
(

P COS e “ ~ ~- qu

H
P r2 dq

M+Ts=——
g dt

(1)

where r is the radius of gyration. The relation q=~,
w’hich results from the definitions, must be added to these
equations. These four equations form the system (1). The
inclination of the airplane and its motion in its plane of
symmetry can be defined at any moment by these four varia-
bles.

If this motion is disturbed by a sudden increase” of
a variable, &u, for qxam-gle, the other variables are like-

1
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subjected to modifications. During the
following “the initial disturbance. Dos-

itive or negative- increment8 ~w, aq, ~tl are incept~d.
These increments au, 8w, ~q, 5f3 are all functions of
the time. In the paragraph quoted above, Mr. S#e showed
that disturbances 8w, 6q, 68 are6;u~o;atically incept-
ed when the initial disturbance is Their action,
on a statically stable airplane, opposes tie initial dis~
turbance 8u, whereupon they vanish, after thus fulfill-
ing their purpose. Each of the possible initial disturb-
ances can, of course, he studied individually, as was done
by Mr. S6e, who studied the successive attitudes of the
airplane for the purpose of determining whether, in all
the possible cases, the increments 6u, 6w, 6q, ~e tend
toward zero with increasing time. In the affirmative, the
motion is stable, since any disturbance finally vanishes.
The airplane may be considered dynamically stable. This
result is easily achieved by mathematical analysis. The
method of small motions forms a criterion which permits
determining whether the increments au are eventually
eradicated.

The airplane is assumed, in what follows, to be a rig-
id glider with locked controls. It is furthermore assumed
that the engine controls are not touched by the pilot and
that the revolution speed of the engine conforms instanta-
neously to the airplane speed V. This leads to the con-
clusions and calculations summarized below. The assump-
tions on which they are based have been discussed else-
where.*

The second version of the system of equations reads
as follows:

(2)

du =
-qw+~(T+P sine +Fx),

z;

dw

\

—= + qu + : (XZ - P Cos 6),
dt

dq—=
dt

~(M+T s),

do _
=–q” J

-———.———
*Haus: Stabilitg et Maniabilit6 des avions., Gauthier-

VillarS Ot Cie.
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Th8 second members of the equations are functions
f~, f~, f3,”f4 of the variables Ugw? qteo

,,
d&l= fl “’(U, w, q, e),
at

E =f~ (u, w, q, e),

q
= f~ (u, w, q, e),

dt

Q=f4 (u, w, q, 6).
dt

(3)

The motion is modified when infinitely small incre-
ments 6U, 6W, 8q, 8e are added to the variables which,
at the moment to, have the values U09 $fO$ qo$ eo sat-
isfying the system (3). The resulting motion necessarily
satisfies the general equations, so that we may write:

d(uo + &1)
— = f~ (U. + 8U, W() + 6W, qo + bq, 90 +&e),

dt

d(wo + 6W)= f~ (U. + &1, Wo + 8W, qo + &q, eo + &e),
dt

d(qo + &q)
= fa (U. + ?nl, Wo + 8W, qo + aq, 00 + 86),

dt—

(4)

Developing (4) by Taylorls equation and subtracting
system (3) into which the values Uo, Wg, qo, Cl. have
leen introduced, we obtain by neglecting the terms of the
second order, a differential system, the only variables
of which are the ’disturbances
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This system establishes a relation %etween the dis-
turbances, their derivatives with respect to time, and the
partial derivatives afl /au, ....af4/ae. the value of
which is determined by the aerodynamic characteristics of
the airplane and by the conditions of flight. This lin-
ear system can be easily integrated. The general integral
is of the form

According to the theory of differential equations. the
exponents A ire found after solving the
equations of the system

afl afl
-A y

afl afl
2T x T

af2 af2
h

af~ af2—-
-K a~ ~ m-

characteristic

= o

This equation may be written as follows:

A4+A~A3+A ~ h2 i-A3 1 +& = O

(i’)

(8)
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It can always be determined as a function of the va-
riables ,,u,w, q, 0, of the applied forces and moments,,.
provided the derivatives :are known.. ....

VIII. RESULTS OF THIS INVESTIGATION

The general integral (6), which can be studied for
various purposes, shows the variation of the disturbances
&1 ,..+,80 as functions of the time.

1. We merely seek to determine whether the motion is
stable or not. It is then unnecessary to solve equation
(8).

The airplane motion is stable when the &u,..., ~e
values, given by the general integral, tend toward zero
with increasing t, irrespective of the value of the co-
efficients. To this end it is necessary and sufficient
that the Ais be negative when they are real, or that
their real part be negative when they are imaginary.
Routh showed that these conditions are fulfilled when the
following five inequalities are satisfied, the equation
being written in the form (8).

Al=’ O, AZ > 0, A3 > (), A4 > 0,

A3 A1A4>0
Az - —- —

Al As “

These conditions are the criterion of dynamic’ stabil-
ity.

2. We may seek to determine the general characteris-
tics of the motion. The equation of the fourth degree
must then be solved. Its four roots are imaginary in most
cases,

and define two oscillatory motions. The periods are given
by T = 2n/b, and the damping is characterized by the
factor a. The duration ’required, in order that the value
of the amplitude of oscillation may reach half. the initial
amplitude, is

i,
i._ —.—
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1n2
T+ = ~, (Zn being the Napierian logarithm) .

The four disturbances 6U;>8W, 6q, 66 are represented
by damped sinusoids.

3. Lastly, the integration constants cl, . . . . C4,
corresponding to any given initial disturbance, may be
sought and the factors 11, .... nA calculated. The La-
grange method for the integration of systems of linear
equations is then used, and the amplitude of each of the
motions and the phase difference of the sinusoids are de-
termined in that case. We shall not go further into the
details of these calculations, several results of which
are given below.

IX. NATURE OF THE OSCILLATIONS

The two oscillations determined “by the preceding anal-
ysis differ materially. One of these oscillations is found
to correspond chiefly to the rotations of the airplane
about its c,g. This oscillation has a relatively short
period (2 to 8 seconds) and is very rapidly damped (T+ of
the orde-r of 0.2 second). The second oscillation is much
slower. It has a long period (T > 20 seconds) and much
less damping (~~ > 12 seconds) . It is chiefly caused by
irregularities resulting from a disturbed equilibrium of
the forces about the airplane. These two phenomena can be
studied separately by methods of approximation: Munk*
showed that the rapid oscillation corresponds to

where
gl dCz

(

dczl SW2J
Bl=-——

V Cz. di + ail— =)

and
g2 1 dcz d(jzl S11!2 1 gt dcn
—— — — —— — . -. ●B2 = pa ~za di di r 13r2 + Cz rz di

Inasmuch as

A =a~bi
—-. .——

*Munk, Max M.:
.——

The Tail Plane. T..R. ~~0. 133, N..A~CO.AO.,.
1922.
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BI
a =.

and .=mjT.

15

,., .
whence the” main chatiacteristics of these oscillations can..
be derived”. The explanation i s easy. When & varies
without causing a.modification of

S~ll dCzl

T— dil ‘

the damping is independent of ~, ‘while the porioti is in-
versely proportional to the static stability It i’s eas-
ily found that a statically stable airplane follows, so to
speak, its angle of attack under the action of the rapid
oscillation. The slow oscillation differs in this respect
and can be studied by determining the characteristics of
the trajectory of the e.g. It is then found that, as soon
as the equilibrium of the applied forces is disturbed, the
trajectory becomes a sinusoid. This trajectory rises and
falls alternately, the speed along it being necessarily
variable.

The airplane reaches its maximum speed when it passes
through the low points of this trajectory and its minimum
speed when passing through an apex. These oscillations
cause rather strong variations of the orientation Cl of
the airplane in space, but do not affect the incidence to
the same extent. An experimental study of slow oscilla-
tions was made long ago. The best determination was made
by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics for a
VE-7 airplane and resulted in the diagram shown in Figure
4. The analytical study shows that the roots al and b!,

characterizing the damping and the period, are complex
functions of v and increase the difficulty of the ex-
planation.

Gates nevertheless demonstrated in a striking manner
that these roots depend on the characteristics dCm’ai/
and dcm/an defined above. Referring back to expressions
(a) and (d). (pages 3 and 5), itis found that the ~alues
most eas”i-lysubject to modifications ar,e .“

Let

,,

(0.25 - f) and
sl~l

T“

~t~l ““

‘=(0”25 -f) a“d ‘=~

we may then write

L —. . ... .,-—-—. ..—, -..-.. .,--
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ac~ “-9’ =Ax+By, ==Cy ‘

where A, B, and C are roughly constant. Gates* succeed-
ed in plotting a diagram giving the values of at and b!
as functions of x and y. A diagram of this type is
shown in Figure 5. No generalization is possitile, since
these curves are not independent of all the otiler varia-
bles of the problem. They,were plotted for a given air-
plane wit-h a specific radius of gyration. The curves of
at have a common tangent, the equation of which is Ax +
By = O and which is the locus of the points of zero stat-
ic stability. Parallels corresponding to a series of val-
ues of the coefficient v may be added in the diagram.
The points of the range corresponding to the usual x and
Y values are considered below. Let A be a point repre-
senting an airplane with a small degree of stability. If
its stability is increased 3Y a forward shifting of the
c*gc* the displacement must be parallel to the x axi s.
During this motion the curves with increasing b? are
successively encountered, Hence, the -period decreases with
increasing stability. The al curves first have decreas-
ing values, but they increase after a certain shifting.
Consequently, the damping is first reduced and then slight-
ly increased by an increase of static stability. It would
likewise be possible to anticipate the effect of an in-
crease in stability resulting from an action on the tail
surface, by traveling on a parallel to the y axis.

Gatest diagram permits foreseeing the modifications
of the characteristics of the S1OW oscillation, without
requiring much calculation. This method of representa-
tion may be used for the study of the equation of the rap-
id oscillation, but the explanation is too simple to ne-
cessitate the application of this method.

We cannot now go further int~ the study of the motion
corresponding to a zero or negative coefficient of static
stability. It may be mentioned, however, that when v be-
comes negative, the long-period oscillation grows unstalle
before the short-period oscillation.

*Gates, S. B*: A Sl~~vey of Longitudinal S$ability below
the Stall, with an Abstract for Designers Use. R.& M.
No. 1118, British A.R.C., 192’7.
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x. APPLICATIOITS OF THE i4ETHOD

,,, ., .,

The above method is not confined to the study of.tile
return to the initial position of equilibrium. It permits
studying the motioils by which an airplane tends toward a
new position of equilibrium, either under the action of a
control or under that of an atmospheric disturbance.

Four airplanes, witil a wing loading of 40 kg/m2 ..(8.2
lb./sq.ft..) flying at40 m/s (151.2 ft./see.) wi~h a lift
of Cz = ,0.40 are considered below. They nave, however,
different coefficients of stability which are, respective-
ly,

~ = 0.002 w = 00004, M = 0,006 w = 0.008,

the angles being expressed in degrees. The periods and the
T-} of tiach oscillation were calculated for t-nese four air-
pfanes, and the following table was thus obtained.

~ = 0.002

~ = 0.004

~ = 0.006

~ = 0.008

——.--————

Fast oscillation
~_-__.._._/

T (sec.)

6.7;—

3.38

2.51

2.08

—

--.———.-—

T+- (sec.)
—-.

0.186

0.185

0.185

0.185

..—— —

slow Osc
~-—.

T (sec.)

44.5

33.0

29.5

26.4
-_—

nation
—- ..____.

T+ (sec.)
——.

13.6

15.9

16.8

17.0

.— —

This calculation was made without taking the derivative
acm/a’v into account, thus assuming the latter to be ilil.
This series of airplanes was used for the determination of
the amplitude of tile oscillations produced by threo dif-
ferent initial disturbailces.

A. Airplane Flying in Still, Air

The incidence of the aimplane is assumed to be “dis-
turbed by a local vortex at”one, of iid extremities or by
a wrong maueuver of the pilot. The curves of Figure 6
are obtained by ca~culatione They defiile the motion which
develops after an initial disturbance characterized by

I
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6w=- 8 m/s

89 = - 0.2 rad.,

o
i.e., after a disturbance of 11.4 of the incidence. These
curves include the ordinates of botil oscillatioils. &u
add be are represented during the 45 seconds and 8W dur-
ing the 10 seconds following the beginiling of the motion.
Besides, the derivatives d(8w)/dt and d(80)/dt are rep-
resented on a large scale during the first seconds. The
derivative d(8w)/dt represents the acceleration of the
airplane in m/s2 along its OZ axis; the derivative
d(tj6)/dt represents the angular velocity~ i.e. , the dis-
turbance 6q.

The initial disturbance imparts a vertical accelera-
tion to the airplane and exerts a nose-heavy moment. 30th
effects tend to reduce the incideaceo The latter is rap-
idly restored by these phenomena to about its nor-realval-
ue, but slow long-period motions are set up which affect
chiefly the speed u and the inclination G.

3. Disturbances of the Surrounding Medium

Instead of being motionless, the surrounding air is
now assumed to have a translational velocity U!, the corn- -
poilents of wh$ch are u! aild W1, U being the absolute
speed of the airplane with the components u and w. The
relative speed is then

v =/(u - u’)’ + (w - w’)’

and the incidence is

w- ~1
i=-—

u- Ui”

It is always possible to determine, for a known air-
plane type, the inotio~ corresponding to the equilibrium of
the forces in air with any absolute speed, since the rela-
tive speed and the inciddnce of flight are independent of
the speed of displacement. Hence, the air:plane motion re-
sulting from a disturbance of the surrounding medium can
be easily determined. Let RI be the flight condition of
the airplane in still air when

U1’ = o, lf~’”= o.
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This condition corresponds to the values UI and W1 of
the absolute airplane speed. In disturbed air A2, in
‘whYiE “- . ,. .-.-_ _=

Uzt #0 and w.’ ~0,

the airplane, flying at the same incidence aild relative
speed, has a flight condition R2 characterized by differ-
ent absolute speeds U2 and ~2 9 but determined by

U2 = ul + U2’ and W2 = W1 -tw2f.

The airplane loses its equilibrium when, flying under con-
dition RI , it passes suddenly from atmosphere Al to
atmosphere A2 . It cannot maintain the condition Rl and
tends toward the condition R2. The motions of the air-
plane during this change of attitude can be calculated by
taking R2 as the condition of equilibrium from which the
airplane is deflected by

Hence, the airplane motions can be studied by the above
method and result from a cumulation of the oscillatory mo-
tions of predetermined period and damping.

c. Rising Gust

we first propose to study the case of a rising gust
such that

U2’ = 0,

w2r > 0,

about an airplane in level flight.

The condition Rl in atmosp-nere Az , aszumed to “oe
motionless, is characterized by a certain number of given
values Ul, WI, (31. (Fig. 7.) The condition R1 in at-
mosphere Aa is transitory, not constituting a state of
equilibrium. The angle of inci-deilce,is-uuch too large
(fig. 8) and tile airplane trajectory will c~lange.

The airplane $ends toward ,anew condition Ra where
it is in equilibrium in atmosphere A2 . It is clear that
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this condition is characterized %y the same values of the
relative speed, incidence and inclination of the air-
plane to the horizontal as condition Rl, but %y a dif-
ferent absolute speed. The latter increases, since the
speed of displacement of the surrounding medium is imparted
to the airplane. (Fig. 9.)

We have calculated, for the four airplanes studied
above, the course and amplitude of the disturbances au,
6W, &q, be which %ring the airplane into the position
Ra after it enters a region of rising currents having a
velocity of 8 m/s (26.2 ft./see.):

8W=-W2’ =-8

The results of the calculation are shown in Figure 10. In
this case also the airplane will be violently raised and
will %egin a nose dive. These two motions tend to close
the angle between the directions OX and V of Figure 8,
the two axes approaching each other.

Airplanes with a high degree of static stability os-
cillate faster, the vector OX covers a greater part of
the distance and the incidence of flight is reached by a
displacement ~e, greater than if the airplane had only a
low degree of sta-t)ility. Static stability increases the
disturbance of inclination 86 following a vertical gust,
In its final state, the airplane must, however, recover
its initial inclination G. (Fig. 9.) A Zreat static sta-

bility thus contributes toward temporarily deflecting the
airplane from its final inclination. This explains why
speed disturbances 8u, following rising gusts, are more
pronounced in airplanes with great static stability than
in airplanes with a low degree of stability.

D. Horizontal Gust

The effect on an airplane in flight of a horizontal
gust of 10 m/s (32.8 ft./see.), opposed to the airplane
motion, was calculated by the sa-memethod. The initial
disturbance is an increment of &u. Then the effect of
this disturbance is neutralized, the airplane returns to
level flight at its original incidence but at a different
altitude. The ~henomena take place in the followiilg order.
A vertical acceleration of approximately 5 m/s~ (16.4 ft./
se~~), which decreases rapidly, is first imparted to the
airplane. Then the airplane is stalled, thus starting the
characteristic motions of the S1OW oscillation. (Fig. 11. )
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These diagrams illustrate the complete effect of the ini -
“t’l=~l-dts-lmrbances on f.our.airylanes ,differing in their
coefficient of static stability: The dTagrarns can beeom-
bined when the initial disturbance does not correspond .to
one of the three cases considered. They are very useful
for the study of stabilizing units or methods of stabil-
ization.

XI. AUTOMATIC STABILITY

We now reach the point where the problem of automatic
loilgitudinal stability may be clearly defined, All the
flying qualities which a normal airplane is expected to
have, are often incorporated ii~present-day airplane types
%y rule-of-thumb methods. This result is achieved by
shiftiilg the e.g. and using wings of carefully selected
form and size. Fairly satisfactory airplane characteris-
tics are developed hy these means. This cannot be denied,
since tilroughout the world thousailds of airplanes fulfill
the purpose for which they are designed. Even the danger
of stalling is greatly reduced by good aerodynamic designs.

Iil good weather the longitudinal stability of most
present-day airplane types permits flying with locked el-
evator controls, The study of dynamic stability shows
that the motions initiated by an airplane under these con-
ditions are finally damped. The pilot~s efforts to expe-
dite the damping of these motions nay be usef,ul, but not
essential. If only stability in still air were considered,
the problem would consist in damping the long-period os-
cillations as quickly as possible,

Conditions are different in moving air. Left to it-
self, with locked controls in %ad weather, even the most
carefully des’igned airplane behaves mucil worse than when
it is flown by a pilot. Practically no airplane can fly
satisfactorily in moving air with locked “controls. It
needs a pilot.

.The reason is obvious. Then the whole airplane is
subjected to a disturbance of the surrounding air, there
exist’s a position of equilibrium to~.ard whi,ch it tends,
while accomplishing a series of motions, the succession of
which can be determined by the preceding analysis, If only
a part of the airplane, e.g.~ a tip, is subjected to the
aotion of an atmospheric disturbance, the momentums corre-
sponding to angular velocities will have tO be studied?

I — ——
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Besides, the airplane will start motions whi,”ch;hobever,
do not tend toward a final state of equilibrium until the
whole air”p”lane enter,s a region where every point of the
air has the same absolute velocity. This problem involves
difficult calculations.

It is certain, however, that,’in moving air, the dist-
urbances may recur at short intervals, long before the
airplane has recovered its position of equilibrium. The
airplane tends toward a continually varying equilibriuln4
It is ladly tossed about and flies along an irregular tra-
jectory. In that case the above diagrams may be of inter-
est only during the first few seconds following a disturb-
ance It is obvious that the rapidity of the changes in
the surrounding medium makes any regularity of the air-
plane trajectory impossible 15 or 30 seconds after the in-
itial disturbance. The problem is no longer concerned
with secondary stresses but with immediate effects.

Inasmuch as the strongest action of the air forces
is exerted on airplanes with a high degree of stability,
they are the most violently tossed about. The regularity
of the trajectory of an airplane cannot be improved by
increasing its static stability. It seems rather that
this result may be achieved by reducing the stability.
However, in consideration of safety, such practice cannot
be followed. An airplane with released controls is gen-
erally less stable than one with locked controls. Below
a certain degree of stability, airplanes may become un-
stable with released controls. Other difficulties may
arise, such as the inversion of the controls. The conclu-
sion is thus reached that it may be advisable to drop the
usual methods of research and to dissociate phenomena
which, under normal conditions, are related with one an-
other. These results can be reached only 3Y abandoning
the practice of rigid and indeformable airplanes.

1. The assumed distortion of the airplane may be as-
suined to result in a deflection of t’he control surfaces.
This actually occurs in practice. In moving air, the pi-
lot neutralizes by this meails certain, if not all, effects
of external forces. The effect of changes in the elevator
setting ~ on Iongi tudinal stability is studied below,
particularly as regards the possibility of building an au-
tomatic stabilizer designed to carry out these maneuvers
and to produce the necessary deflections of the control
surfaces.
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2. It is easily seen that the rigidity of a wing cell
may be more or less reduced by basic c“hanges in its de-
sign. We are thus in the pre.se,n.c.eof,,$wo different solu-
tions which have each been the object of numerouk rb’skarcb-
es. It is proposed to study first the solutions of.the
first group in which the only considered deformation of
the airplane is a change in the elevator setting p. we
shall seek to determine the effect on the airplane motion
of the various laws which may affect this setting. Thi S
problem justifies the study of the dynamic: stability as”
outlined ahoveg

The motions imparted to an airplane by an autonatic
stabilizer differ from those which it performs without
the stabilizer. Logically, this study should begin with
the natural reactions of the wing cell.

17e have hitherto studied only statically stable ‘wing
cells. Same designers think that airplanes with satisfac-
tory flying ability may be built by coubining statically
unstable wing cells with automatic stabilizers. This idea
can be put into practice and several solutions are consid-
ered below.

Our program, however, is more modest. The aerodynamic
study of stability shows that satisfactory positive coef-
ficients of static stability can be developed by construc-
tional methods. In this case the action of the stabilizer
is confined to correcting irregularities of the trajectory.
The airplane is allowed to display its good qualities which
are improved by tlie stabilizer which combats, if necessary,
certain detrimental effects of inherent stability.

Blind flying indicates that a solution of the problem
is possible. In instrument flying, all the maneuvers [are
made by the pilot on the basis of the combined readings
of a few instruments. Iilasnuch as each coinbination of the
readings of “these instruments corresponds to a specific
maneuver, it does not seem impossible to have part or all
of the work done by a mechanical device.

However, a solution of this problem cannot be attempt-
ed, unless it” be clearly expressed. A list of all maneu-
vers must be dratin ti~, giving “the respective amplitudes of
the control deflections. It must then be demonstrated
that, under ‘all possible conditions of flight, none of the
proposed maneuvers can be wrong?

—
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In a paper .on llAutomatic Stability, ‘lread at Ghent in
1913, by Mr. S&e, clearly indicated. the necessity of making
a program of the maneuvers %efore attempting a study or
construction of the actual stabilizer. 17e shall work along
the same lines. Our knowledge of the natural reactions of
a rigid airplane forms the lasis for the establishment of
such a program. we shall then see how closely existing
stabilizers agree with this program.

Notes: l.- All the statements made in the first part of
this paper are based on the assumption of in-
stantaneous atmospheric disturbances. The
accuracy of this. assumption may be questioned,
but it affords the advantage of conclusions
which are unaffected by the law establishing
the disturbances. It is obvious that if a
disturbance develops according to a sinusoidal
law of the same period as one of the airplane
oscillations, the resulting resonance masks
the essential facts.

20- In order that our explanations may be more ex-
plicit, we have assumed very pronounced ini-
tial disturbances exceeding the narrow lim-
its of application of the method of small mo-
tions. Since, however, all the equations are
linear, it is only necessary to divide the
initial disturbance and its effects by the
same number, in order to rende”r the method
applicable.

PART II

AUTOMATIC LONGITUDINAL STABILITY

XII? PROGRAM

The natural forces about a statically stable airplane
are:

a) V’hen tile incidence is increased by an accidental
displacement of the airplane in still air, or when the
airplane enters a region of up-currents, it always receives
a strong acceleration along the 02 axis. It is violently
lifted, but oscillates at the sane time about’ its e.g. and
dives. This dive is prolonged when the initial disturbance
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is a displacement of incidence, but it is, on the contra-
ryj very Short and f“ollowed ‘by “’a slight stall when. the in-
itial disturbance .is a modification of the inherent spsed
of the surrounding medium;

b) Any reduction of the incidence produces reactions
‘ opposite in sign to the above.

c) when the airplane meets a frontal gust, correspond-
ing to an increase of the relative speed, ‘it iS lifted and
stalled so far as the effect of static stability is not
neutralized by the derivative ~Cm/~’Y.

d) Forces opposed to those defined above are produced
by a reduction in the relative speed. Besides, in each of
these cases, the speed along the OX axis is subject to
slnw disturbances, the effect of which is felt for a very
long time. These various air forces are shown in the above
diagrams.

Which of these irregularities of the trajectory may be
suppressed? It is easily found that the accelerations
along 02 are due to t-he rigidity of the airplane. They
are the direct consequence of any change of incidence and
cannot be avoided by a deflection of the elevator alone.
This result might be reached, if the whole wing were de-
formable. The pitching motions, on the contrary, depend
on the elevator settiilg and may be controlled by the -pro-
posed stabilizing unit. The variations of the velocity
along OX, practically coincident with the speed along
the trajectory, are rather slow. They may likewise be in-
fluenced by elevator settings which are secondary effects
of the pitching motions.

In spite of the detrimental effect of the accelera-
tions called forth by the vertical inflections of the tra-
jectory, the latter cannot be prevented in moving air, our
action being thus confined to the pitching motions. what
is the program for the use of the automatic stabilizer?
Is it necessary to maintain the direction of the natural
airplane rotations? The answers to these questions are
given in three groups, each defining a program.

I?irst Program

Many technici&ns, including Colonel Et~v6, consider
that a stahi.lizing unit muSt stimulate the natural rota-
tions of an airplane. If we accept this proposition, there
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immediately arise “various possibilities of application.

a) certain reactions may be accentuated and others
reduced. The analytical study shows that an airplane with
a small degree of static stability may not be entirely
stable if aCm/~ is large enou%h, the stability of speed
being deficient under certain conditions, It may be ad-
vantageous to increase this stability without increasing
the coefficient of static stability ~, by using a stabil-
izing unit which is free from the troubles inherent in an
increase of y.

b) It is always useful to increase the damping of S1OW
oscillations whicil, normally, are, only little damped. An
attempt may even be made at producing: aperiodically ree’~r-
rent motions.

c) we may seek to reduce the sensitivity of the air-
plane to transitional disturbances.

Second Program

Other technicians do not agree with the above program.
They suggest, on the contrary, a modification of the nat-
ural airplane rotations in one or the other directicn.
A, Seze and Boykow agree on the following point. The air-
plane should not rise vertically under the action of a
frontal gust, the latter being often of short duration,
so that the stall may leave the airplane in a difficult
position when the gust ceases. According to them, the air-
plane should face a frontal gust without nosing up, but
rather diving slightly.

Third Program

According to a third version, the airplane motions
should be nearly completely neutralized and the stability
of speed sacrificed in order to keep the direction of the
airplane axes fixed in space. This result may be achieved
by means of gyroscopic stabilizing units which suppress
pitching, without, however, straightening the trajectory
in the vertical plane. Hence, these devices correspond to
a quite different program, in which a deliberate attempt
is made to modify the basic characteristics of the air-
plane motion, This program may be justified ~n the assump-
tion that the origin of the disturbances is more frequent-
ly ail angular displacement of the airplane thail a chai~ge
in t-he components of the absolute ‘motion of the air. Com-

11
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XIII. ELEiIEN~’S OF ~A STABILIZING UNIT
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All,,longitudinal stabilizing units “have one or more
dist’u~b’anc~:,,,detectors which” contr~l the ele%%fi.o~”~ld’sfl~ec- i
tions. ““~“Tli?e;detectors are sensitiye to one of the varia- 1
bles characterizing the motion, or to a combination of them.:

.;.,..!,.?..: .. . . ~.., -.,-.,..-1,..,:,.-.,,..*”
The ‘main detect oti”i%~at.l”a%le for this purpose are;”

listed in Table I. The direct -co,ptrol or servo-motor ,sta-
“bilizing units now available are Ii<-ted “in~Tnb’l”e”“T.I-..’.

. . . .. . ,.,-:,.. ...,:..i!

TABLE I . Disturbance; D.e.t.ecl@rs :::.“ .;

I Instrument

1-.
—--.——.

1. Anemometer

,2.0,Witid vane. ” ‘.:.:::‘~“.....’” ,.,..’.
3. Fr,ee gyroscope sus -

?pefided at its c .g.I ....,

4. Motor-driven gXro -
so’o~e w“ith a pr e-
cessi onal moment

5. Pen”dulum or acc,el-
,,..,er.o,meter al.mg...O.X

6. A.cceler~om&td& along
,.
“’~’oz “’ “~:” “’-..... ,.... ,,. ,....” ..

7. Uift ~indi~~~~~r ..

8 Variometer
..... ...... ....... . . .. ..

—.—-

“--T=~ded ~Parameter! to which the
instrument is sensitive I variable ,

.‘., .

~
Inclinati.o.fi:in space :6.’ ,

..: i
.’” ,,. . . .. . .

““l..,,:....“. ... ,
Angular tielocity q!:

. ..” .“”.,.
Directioq of apparent “:“dU.and sine
g$@.!Y.,’ . ,. . .,.,.V .;,”

,, .,.-

“““L-
,..,..”. .... .

M&gnitu&e of: lif~. ~~5 V2.,or. uw
,.,,.. ., .,. .:,. . ....

Speed along the verti - da
cal ,“k ::..,-”.. . ~.... T:\.::,;.= ..

...” ,.. ‘:,,‘..,., :)-””‘.-..:..,,;... “—-L —

,,
—
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TABLE II. Principal Stabilizer Types.-

Parameter to which ~on,trol,-.-
the stabilizer is < Direct Servo-motor’
sensitivO .-

[“

Speed Etdv~ (1914) -

Incidence
{
Etdvd (1910),
Constantine ) S.T.Ad,

Inclination

{

Regnard (1910),
Sperry

I

Sira- Angular velocity

{

Lucas-
p,le

I

Girardville
}

Direction of appar-
ent gravity Morea%t (1912) S.E.C.A,T.

Magnitude of appar-
ent gravity

!

Speed + incidence “ Etdvd

Speed + direction of

{
Mazadei Askania

.apparent gravity et Doutre (1911)
I

Speed + magnitude of

{

Doutre (1913),
Com- apparent gravity Bo~ow
pound

S-peed + inclination

1

Marmonier

Speed -tangular ve.
Iocity Boykow

—- — —

In view of the danger of a possible breakdoWn of the
stabilizing unit, or its ill-timed action, a quick-release
clutch, re~toring the control of the airplane-to the pilot,
is necessary and has been incorporated in nearly all the
devices built or proposed to this day.

NO description is given of the electric or compressed-
air servo-motors, whereas a short account is given of the
devices combining, eventually~ the readings of two or more
detectors and insuring, under all conditions, settings of
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the controls closely meeting the requirements.
-. .s..
The disturbance detector may be c-~nn”e”cted-with an in-

dex whose deviation from ,a median position is proportiona-
1 to the disturbance. (Fig. 12. ) A deflection of the
elevator by servo-motor, proportional to or simply a func-
tion of the travel of the index, is a problem solved long
ago. The index, moving along tivo segments, closes an elect-
tric circuit, thus starting the servo-motor in one or the
other direction, as soon as it leaves its zero position.
Such a device operates the control in the proper direction,
as soon as the disturbance is felt and the index comes in
contact with the segment. The result, however, is purely
qualitative, since the servo-motor runs at the same speed
for all the positions of the index within the limits X.
and Xm. The elevator deflection does not depend on the
instantaneous position x of the index, but on the time
during which the circuit is closed, namely, on the time
elapsed since the first “contact of the index with the seg-
ment at xo.

Such a device is useless without a complementary unit
establishing a given relatipn between the deflection ~
and the position x of the index, or introducing a rela-
tion between these two parameters according to a given
lZW. This unit forms the actual control device.

Let, for example, an upward shifting of the index
through an angle a increase the setting of the control
surface, on the understanding that a deflection ~ of the
latter, corresponding to the angle a, be ~ = k a. When
the servo-motor which deflects the control surface down-
ward, likewise shifts the segment upward through an angle
a, it is obvious that when the control reaches the de-
sired position ~, the index will be opposite the dead
point of the segment and the servo-motor will stop.

with decreasing disturbance, “the index comes in con-
tact with the lower segment and starts the motor in the
opposite direction. The segment then moves downward. The
instant the disturbance ends, the index having resumed its
initial position, the segment must likewise return to its
original p“osition and tile cotit~ol surface to the neutral
position. This result cannot be reached without a sh’ift-
ing of the segment whit-n, “hotiever, need not necessarily be
proportional to the deflection of the elevator. The law
of displacement of the segment can le modified by suitable
cams. This makes it possible to control the relation be-
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- tween the displacements of the index and the deflections
of the. control. surface. The principle of this device is
necessarily incorporated in all the stabilizing devices
with servo-motors. A similar arrangement can be easily
imagined with the servo-motor operated by compressed air.

There are simple stabilizing units by which the ele-
vator is deflected as a function of a single variable,
and compound stabilizing units depending on the readings
of several detectors according to which they operate the
servo-motors. These devices require a “combiner.’f Sev-
eral examples of this type are given later.

Lastly, the stabilizing unit may also be used for
putting the airplane through a complete maneuver resulting
in a change of the flying. attitude. The maneuvers are
started and guided by the pilot, who, by means of the gas
throttle; may use the stabilizing unit to obtain an en-
tirely automatic control of all the phases of the airplaae
flight.

As regards lateral stability, which is not studied in
this paper, the airplane should assume automatically the
bank of a correct tu~n when the rudder is deflected by
the pilot. The function of the stabilizing unit is thus
extended and it becomes a“ sort of automatic pilot.

The principles outlined above permit a general study
of stabilizing units to be made. The simplest devices
and their anticipated effect on the trajectory are inves-
tigated first. Compound stabilizing units are studied
next . The difficulty of the task is not so much due to
the shortage of data on this subject as to the impossibil-
ity of procuring reliable infer-mation on the test results
obtained with these devices.

XIV. LONGITUDINAL Stabilization: AS A FUNCTION OF THE SPEED

Static stability always insures stability of speed, by
the effect of the S1OW oscillation, when no disturbing ac-
tion of the propeller is to be feared. Tile latter can,
however, pvoduce two important effects< Its slipstream
exertp an aerodynamic action on tile tail surfaces and its
thrust produces a moment when its axis does not pass
through the e.g. TIIe first of these effects produces the
following result. ~n most cases, the horizontal tail sur-
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faces produce negative lift. I’or an equal incidence and
‘tranel.a-tional speed, thisac:ion increa”seswith the in-
tensity of the propeller slipstiearn; “which increa.s.eswith
respect to the translational speed when the latter de-
creases or when t’he revolution number increases. Hence,
a reduction of the factor ‘Y= V/nD results in a stall
and justifies the sign of dcm/d70 (Fig. 13. ) A reduc-
tion.of speed stalls the airplane and produces a detrimen-
tal action, whereas a reduction of the engine speed noses
the airplane down and exerts a favorable action. The ef-
fect of recentering the thrust axis is favorable or det-
rimental according to the cause of the disturbance”. A re-
duction of the airplane speed increases the thrust, where-
as it is reduced by a dropping of the engine speed. The
airplane must he nosed down in both cases. when the
thrust axis lies below the e.g., the speed reduction pro-
duces an effect which is detrimental in the first case
and favorable in the second. A contrary conclusion is
reached when the thrust axis lies above the e.g. These
remarks show that the stability of speed and, lastly, the
dynamic stability of airplanes are materially affected by
the propeller. The coefficient of static stability re-
quired by an airplane in order that its effect be prevalent
and that dynamic stability be always insured, may be found
by calculation.

Considering the complex character of the natural re-
actions on the airplane, which are sometimes modified by
secondary effects, it is not surprising that many design-
ers sought to insure constancy of speed by direct means,
a mechanical device tending to depress the elevator and
nose the airplane dewn as the speed decreases. The. sensi-
tive component “of “such a device is an anemometer. Its
reading is proportional to the square of the speed. col-
onel Etdv6 built and actually tested in 1914 an anemomet-
ric stabilizer (fig. 14), a brief “description of which was
given by the inventor in L!A~ronautique, No. 143, page 120.

The effect of such a device on the trajectory can” be
easily I,znderstood. According to the calculation, a sta-
bilizing unit, sensitive to speed alone, has no effect on
short-period oscillations, but exerts a considerable in-
fluence on slow oscillations. It re.duc,e,s,theirperiod and
damping. This fact is easily understood by tieferr-ing to
the diagram,,of the &u and be values.

The 86 curve is known *O be offset 50° relative to
the &u curve, (Fig, 15. ) ~~hen the speed grows excess-

—
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ive (from A to B), the airplane ,tends to stall. The sta-
bilizing unit increases the stall~ From B to C the speed
is too small and tlie airplane noses down. The stabilizing
unit increases the dive. IIeilce,wilen the speed stabilizer
has ilo secondary effect of the propeller to neutralize, it
amplifies tile pitchiilg motions and affects the oscillation
as indicated above.

\Yh~n the anemometric sta-oilizing device fulfills its
purpose, it also amplifies the long-period oscillations.
Theoretically, it is well suited for automatic piloting,
but , although very attractive in principle, it is impor-
foct.* Many attempts have been Inado to use it in combi-
natioil with a unit for correcting its defects. The pro-
posod solutions will be examined farther on.

xv ● LONGITUDINAL STA3ILIZATION AS A 3’UiTCTION

OF THE INCIDENCE

The vano is the elemeilt sensitive to incidence varia-
tioils. Tile stabilization of an airplane, as a function
of the incidence, nay bo achieved by the Et6v6 or Constan-
tine inetjzods, using vauos for the direct control of tile el-
evator; or by a vane controlling., a servo-motor similar to
th~.t hilt by the S.T.A~, In loth cases the deflections
produced by the vane, when it is balanced about its axis,
are functions of the airplaile incide-nce alone. In the
first case, tile deflecting momei~t of the vane and the re-
sisting moment of the control are both proport”ioua.1 to V?.
The fir~al ;oosition of the control is therefore indepeild-
ellt of V aild depends on the iilcidence oilly. In the sec-
ond ctase, w-hen the vane controls a se?$vo-inotor, the work
it has to do is practically nil, and the vane always takes
a positio”n corresponding to the zero moment about its axis.
Tilis position depends ofi the incidence only. The Etdv6
aild Constantine power vanes have already been described in

——A. ..— ———y._.- ____
*The review of t;l~ French patent 696,338 (ltaY 31, 1930) ,

published in L’Adtionafitique No. 155, page 113, is recalled
in this connection~, The patent was i%sued to the SoEi#b&
des Etablissenent”s Liore et OlivieP, for ‘linprovei~ents In
flyi:lg macniiles.1’ This pa-tent describes a device for au-
tomatic longitudinal stahilizatton, in whicL a vane, car-
rying an anerlometric plate ltear its huh, controls tile vari-
atioils in the stabilizer setting, so as to naintain a con-
stant speed.
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LIAdronautique. Their priilciples are recalled in the leg-
eads,of.Figures 16 and 17..,. .. . . - .&- ,,. ,.....

“The S.T.Ad. vai~e operates the elevator through tile
intermediary of a servo-motor. It consists of an ordinary
airfoil instead of two hollow superposed blades. It ap-
plies the principle of the quadrilateral with two unequal
sides, thus forming a stable wind vane, while the airfoil
is still located forward .of its hinge axes. One of these
axes carries a brush sliding along a distrilnztor and con-
trolling the action of the servo-motor. The distributor
is co-ntrolled by the deflections of the control surface.
We cannot give a detailed description of the extremely in-
genious electrical devics designed by Mr. Granat and built
by the Sa.int-Chamond company.

A wind vane maintaiils the airplane at a given angle
of incidence in flight. An additional unit, not described
iilFigures 16 and 17, is put at the pilotls disposal in
case the airplane would ‘have to be flown at ot’her speeds
and angles, It is not believed that stabilization by
me,ans of wind vanes gives essentially different results
from those obtained by a simple increase of the static
stability. The cm of the airplane is a function of the
setting Ps which, again, is a function of the incidence,
so that, as a first approximation, it looks as though the
total coefficient of static stability were

wilere d~ /di depei~ds on tile law of operation of the sta-
bilizing unit. If the latter had no inertia, the question
might be studied theoretically by introduciilg the value

wt * given ahov,e, into the calculation. It would then b.e
found that the stabilizing unit acts chiefly on rapid os-
cillations. Its action on slow oscillations is limited
and agree with Gates! diagram, We disagree with the state-
ment that stabilization ‘by means bf the vane many suppress
the slow oscillation and transform it, into an aperiodic
oscillation. :“

Theoretically speaking, the sape results. qilould be
obtained by a unit stabiliziilg the incidence “and by” an in-
croaso of the. static stability aci.ioved by ordinary aor?-
dynamic means. Good resnlts have been obtained with inci-
dence stabilizing devices, w-~ich were tested on airplanes.
with very little or no stability and which enabled the.pi-

●
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lot to fly with released controls. The following two ques-
tions are examined for ‘the pprpose of determining the rel-
ative merits of inherent stalility and of the incidence--
‘stabilizin& device.

1. What does a high coefficient of static stability
call for? A forward shifting of the e.g. is the best
mean6 of increasing t’he stalility of an airplane. When,
however, the e.g. of an airplane with standard wings is
located at 30 per cent of the chord, the c.p. lies aft of
the e.g. at high speeds and requires the use of a tail
nnit which produces ne-gative lift and detrimentally af-
fects the performances. This point was particularly
stressed by Coustantin. The advantage 02 the vane is that
it i~ermits reaching a s*.zitable ~t factor without having
to shift the e.g. forward or increase the area of the tail
surface. The vane permits locating the e.g. at tile rear,
but insures a degree of stability obtainable only by a
forward location of the e.g. This, however, does not ap-
ply to wings with a zero Cm. which always permit a for-
ward location of the e.g.

2. Is the action of the vane quicker or slower than
that of the inherent stability? Considering that the vaile
may be located ahead of the airplane, one may be led to
believe tilat its action is started as soon as it is reached
by a disturbance, a fraction. of a second earlier than the
tail is reached by the gust. “On the other hand, the sta-
bilizing unit and the elevator are affected by inertia;
ilence their action is retarded. It is tho-dght that, in
geileral, tile action of the stabilizer is slower than that
of the inhereilt stability. It was seen, however, that
rather violent forces are set up when a statically stable
airplane is restored to a given incidence. Under these
conditions the progressive action of a control deflection
is to be preferred to the immediate effect of the inherent
stability.

The principle of w“ind-vane stabilization has been
confirmed ly experience. It is therefore desirable to de-
termine the stability characteristics by systematic tests,
as i’uilctions of the dCm/ai , dCm/d@, and d~/di values.
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Stabilization, as a functioil of the inclination of
the airplane to the horizontal, forms the subject of t-he
third program covering the cases in which the natural air-
plane mo”tions are opposed instead of beiilg developed. .4
gyroscope hung on gimbals in a fixed position relative to
the horizontal and capable of changing its position with
respect to the airplane without encountering appreciable
resistance, produces a deflection of the control surface
proportional to the inclination $.

It is easily seen that, following angular displace-
ments of the airplane, due to ill-timed maneuvers of tho
pilot or to the action of a gust on only part of the air-
plane (e.g., the tail unit), the gyroscopic stabilizer
can start a maneuver contributing toward restoring tilo
airplane to its original position. This solution was ~Q-
ticipated by Regilard, who, in 1910, sought to apply it to
airplanes.

The action of the gyroscopic stabilizer is less sat-
isfactory when the disturbance. iilstead of changing the
inclination of the airpla-ne, alters tile translational
speed of the entire surrounding medium. Iil this case the
airplane has the same inclination 6 both in its initial
and fiilal positions, but its a3solute speeds u and w may
differ. T’ne successive phases of the airplaile in reachiilg
normally t-ne speeds u and W, corresponding to the new
conditions of flight, are accompanied by modifications of
inclination 86 and changes of altitude. The gyroscopic
stabilizer opposes the be variations and. inodifies the
course of the return to equilibrium without, however,
preventing it completely.

On the other hand, in case of engiile trouble, the
stabilizer prevents the d$vq required for the maintenance
of the flying speed. This is a serious defect of the gy-
rosoopic stabilizer which, however, can be easily remedied.

Sperry, the great expert on gyroscopes, built a sta-
bilizer in 1914, whit’n was sent in for tkie competition of
the Union for Aerial Safety and gave encouraging results.
This device ipcorporatedan anemometric blade which off sot
the control and stabilized the airplane on a predetermined
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downward trajectory when the speed dropped lelow a given
minimum value. hfore recently, S-oerry placed on tlie Aner-
icaii market the device “descri”bed-in Figure 18. He seems
to have abandoned the arrangement designed to bring the
airplane down in case of engiize troulle, prohahly relyiiig
on t’ne progress achieved i~ engine construction.

The gyroscopic stabilizer functions nor:~ally as long
as the axis of the gyroscope remains ver%ical. \T-henthe
gyroscope is suspended at its c.g,, it is subject to tho
action of no moment w’hich is a function of its position.
It is in neutral equilibrium. Hei~ce, the gyroscope should
be started only in the horizontal position. Besides, any
cause of disorientatioil should he avoided. The momoilts of
disorientation can never be completely avoided. ‘lhe fric-
tion of the suspension pivots and of the index on the seg-
ment are sufficient causes for the disorientation of the
gyroscope.

The fundamental features of gyroscopes are %riefly re-
called below. Let OZ be the axis of rotation of a Syro-
scope, I its inertia moment, and w its angular velocity
of rotation about this axis. (I?ig. 19. ) when a moment

L is exerted on the gyroscope about the ox axis, the
system revolves at an angular velocity q alout the OY
axi s. The axis of the gyrostat tends to settle along OX.
This phenomenon is the well-knowil precessional motion
which tends to causq the gyroscope axis and the axis of
the deflecting qomen~ to coincide. Pne angular precession-
al velocity is gives “~y

we now seek to determine the effect of the pitching
motions on the gyroscope, Thder the action of these mo-
tions, the gyroscope turns stout the pivots parallel Witil
t~~e OX axis. This rotqtion cannot take place wifhot~t
friction, so that a momeilt L is automa,tioally set ~rp and
the gyroscope axis travels unavoidably in tile XOZ plaile.
The moments a’oout the OY axis produce a precession whiciz
tends to displace the gyroscope axis in the YOZ plane.
Hence, the gyroscope cannot maintain its initial position
wheil it is subjected to the action of external moments.
Its axis must be vertical for a good functioning of the
stabilizing u-nit. A cumulation of the effects of the ex-
ternal moinents must therefore be prevented and the gyro-
scope axis restored, if necessary, to its initial position.
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~o: obtain this result, the g~roscope “must always be sub-
jected to the action 5f gravtty. ‘.------

Instead of suspending the gyroscope at its e.g., it
ma~y be hung from a point above its c.g~ This forms a gy-
roscopic pendulum or weighted gyroscope, which is sensi-
tive to the apparent gravity. Such an arrangement, how-
ever, increases t-he causes of disorientation, since any
linear acceleration of the airplane changes the direc-
tion of the qparent gravity and introduces new disturbing
moments. The gyroscopic pendulum tends to settle in the
direction of the apparent gravity, but this tendency .is
opposed by the properties of the gyroscope. Hence, the
device precesses about this. direction and describes a cone
growing gradually narrower.

I’or the purpose under consideration it is obviously
improper to increase the sensitivity of the gyroscope to
gravity by weighting it. This result must he attained ii~
some other way. Sperry uses a sort of independent pendu-
lum whose deflection from the gyroscope axis opens or
closes nozzles yielding passage to an air flow. Wlnen the
gyroscope axis coincides with the directioil of the pendu-
lum, the gyroscope is subjected to the action of four
equal air jets. W,len the pendulum axis makes an angle with
the gyroscope axis, i.e., w-nen the apparent gravity is in-
clined forward (fig. 20), the output of one of the nozzles
is reduced, thus subjecting the gyroscope to the action
of a moment. This contrivance introduces very small mo-
ments which become effective only after long application-
Hence, short-period oscillations of the pendulua, due
to modifications in the direction of the apparent gravity,
are without effect. The correction is effective only in
the long run, namely, when the gyroscope is permanently
deflected from the vertical, which is the mean direction
of tile positions of the pendulum. This is, in principle,
tile restoring device which tends to insure the constancy
of orientation of the gyroscope axis.

Auother gyroscopic stabilizer is the” device known in
IIilglandas the “robot, IIincorporated in tile equipment of
the llF-aireyllZong-di stance.airplane. The commercial pro-
duction of this instrument is said to %e in the ,handsof
the Smith company, but no description has thus far beeil
published.

—
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XVI1. LONGITUDINAL STABILIZATION AS A FUNCTION

oF THE KITGULAR fELOCITy

An apparatus, sensitive to the angular velocity, can
be ca,sily conceived. The second fundamental property of
~~yroscopes is recalled. in this connection. A gyroscope,
with an inertia moment I, revolving about its 02 axis
at the angular ~elocity o and driven by forced rotation
at a sp’eed q about its OY axis, exerts a moment about
ox w“nic]tis proportional to I(oq. This moment may serve
to deflect the elevator in a predetermined direction,*

The idea of using the moment produced by the forced
i~otions of the gyroscope for t-he operation of control sur-
faces seems to be due to Colonel Lucas Girardville, who,
in 1910, built a direct-drive device, in which he used a
gyroscope weighiilg 5.8 kg (12.8 lb.) and rotating at 6,000
revolutions per minute. Although mounted on an airplane,
this device does not seem to have been actually tested in
flight.

It is easily realized that the operation of the ele-
vator, as a function of’ the angular pitching velocity, is
not an actual met-hod of stabilization-. In practice, such
a:l arrangement becomes effective only when ‘the pitcfi-iilg
~,lotionsdue to atmospheric disturbances begin. ‘fience,it
ca.lnot tie used for controlling the pitching uotioils prop-
er, a task assumed by earlier stabilizer types. It can
bc used, however, for the damping of motions produced by
otier causes, provided the mechanism is arranged in such
a manner that the air-force moment set up by a stalling
clotio’adepresses t-he elevator and vice versa, ~ence, the
stabilizing unit depending on the angular velocity has the
same action as a device w~hich increases the dampi~g arti-
ficially. This feature is interesting, but not essential.

The increase of damping does not eliminate the funda-
meiltal question of the direction of rotation, but at most,
completes it. Under these conditions the device sensitive
to angular velocity must he considered as an accessory ca-
pa-ole of being combined wit-h afiother stabilizing unit con-
trolling the rotations. The latter might possi%ly limit

*The gyroscope axis may also be oriented along the OX
axis of the air~lane, The forced rotation about the lat-
er~,1 OY axis then exerts precessional moments about oz.
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I‘1)1~ its effect by contributing toward rendering certain mo-
~~. tions aperiodically recurrent, which, otherwise, would be

I ‘05cillatOr-y”C .,- .,,,
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XVIII. LONGITUDIi~AL STABILIZATION AS A FUNCTION

1’
,,[

OF THE DIRECTION OF ‘THE APPARENT GRAVITY

1
~~
i
1[
Y The appareilt gravity is the resultant of gravity and
i the forces of inertia which act on the masses. Assuming af
,! pendulum mounted on an airplane, let 6’ (fig. 21) be the

angle made by the pendulum axis with the extension of the
I 02 axis. The angle 0’ is positive when the pendulum is
{ forward of the axis. For a uniform airplane motion

By imparting an acceleration du/dt to the airplane,
the pendulum is deflected backward through a~~ angle equal

to 1 duarc tan - —. It is easily seen that, at any moment,
g dt

the direction corresponding to the position of equilibrium
of the pendulum is determined by

e’ = ~ - arc tan ~ Q,
g dt

This is the direction of the apparent gravity. 17hen
the angles are expressed in de~rees and the accelerations

/in m 52, it becomes

A pendulum, installed on an airplane, does not always oc-
cupy its position of equilibrium, but may oscillate about
it. If these oscillations are very pronounced, the pen-
dulum cannot be”used as the directing uriit “of afi automati-
c stabilizer. If, on the contrary, the pendulum motion
is rendered periodic by suitable daiiping, it can be used
as a disturbance detector. The damping should not, how-,.
ever, exceed the strictly necessary limit, so as to avoid

8, too much delay* in the pendulum reaching its position of
equilibr,tum.

-—

*The same problem arises in the construction of accelerom-
eters. See Bouny, “Bulletin du Service Technique beige
de llA6ronautique,1f ITo. 7,

,,,,,, ..—- . .. -----
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This consideration applies to all disturbance detec-
tors. They can be-satisfactorily used only when they do
not oscillate about their position of equilibrium. No
such difficulties are encountered with vanes and anemome-
ters, owing to their high degree of i~atural damping. This
restriction applies to the pendulun only. When the pen-
dulum (or any other indicator of the direction of the ap-
parent gravity) forms the sensitive unit of a stabilizer,
the control deflection is a function of

The _J)r8vio’!!Lsly published diagreas peruit an easy de-
termination of the magnitude of this auxiliary variable
for an indeformahle airplane witli given aerodynamic char-
acteristics.

Considering the three typical disturbances specified
above, we shall nom seek to determine, for an airplane
with a static stability of ~ = 0.002 flying with locked
controls, the magnitude of the speed along OX and of its
derivative ; of the inclination G of the airplane to the
‘horizontal ; of the readings (31 of an aperiodic pendu~
lum carried in flight. (Fig. 22. ) The diaRram is con-
fined to a study of the motion during the first 10 secoilds.

First casc3.- The airplaile is deflected. through ~e.—.—..—.—.
in still air. The effect of the acceleration on the pen-
dulum opposes the action of t-he airplanes inclination,
but the latter nevertheless, prevails, The angle (3f has
the same direction as the inclination (3 but a sualler
value,

Second case.- The airplane is subjected to a vertical—-. -.—. —
~ust. The effect of acceleration opposes the action of El.
During tile first second or two of the motion the effect
of the acceleration prevails and. the angle f3i is opposite
to e. The effect of 6 prevails after the rather rapid
decrea,se in the acceleration. The a~~gle of tien has the
same sign as 6, but is smaller.

Third s.a~.- The airplane is subjected to a horizon-
tal gust. The effect of t~~e acceleration prevails and
ileutralizes the effect of t-he inclination The pendulum
is assumed to take Up its position of equili”Drium ~f im-
mediately and to, control a servo-notor which stalls the
airplane when 61 increases, and conversely. The direc-
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m>. tion i.n_.wAh.i=cha stabilizer mounted on the airplane acts,.-...-_.> .
F
{

may be determined and ‘t-he‘modification ‘wh-$ch it introduces
in the forces about the airplane may be anticipated by

1’ means of the above diagrams.
i
!.

First case.- The stabilizer noses the airplane down— .——
for an initial disturbance of 89 e O. Its action is cor-
rect, but not so efficient as that of the stabilizer whose
action is a function of the true inclination @ to the hor-
izontal.

Second case.- At the beginning of the motion, the sta-
bilizer tends, to nose the airplane over. It then produces
a slight stall which corresponds to the natural motions
of a statically stable airplane.

Third case.- The stabilizer stalls the airplane and—.——.—
contributes toward the development of the natural reaction.
The stabilizer, function of the direction of the apparent
gravity, works correctly in the case of external disturb-
ances. It contributes toward producing the undulations
of t-he trajectory which lead to stability of speed. On
tile other hand, its action is detrimental in case of en-
gine trouble, since it tends to stall the airplane.
Curves o! of the figure correspond to a given airplane
with a given coefficient v = 0.002. According to these
curves, the conclusions are not materially affected by
greatly differing values of U.

A parasol monoplane with a direct-drive pendulum sta-
bilizer, known as the !Iaerostable, IIwas built by Noreau
in 1912. The pilotts seat, suspended below the wing, os-
cillated back and forth. The pendulum was thus formed “oy
the pilot whose displacements controlled tllq elevator.
This airplane is not” believed to have given’ good results.
It obviously lacked one of the fundamental characteristics
of any disturbance indicator, namely, aperiodic recurrence.
The mass of the pendulum was much too large for the damp-
ing forces involved. The defective functioniilg of the
Moreau device’’and the excessive oscillations of it~ pen-
clulum are chiefly attributable to deficient damping,>

It is believed that, ‘kore re;ently, a “stabilizer with
servo mec-hanism, using an aerodynamically %alanced pegdu-
lum device, was built and successfully tested by the
S.E.C.A.T. (Socidtd dlEtude et de Construction dlAppareils
de T&ldmdcanique). Uilfortunately, no inforination is avail-
able on this device.



The hesitation to use the pendulum as a disturbance
indicator, owing to its sensitivity to accelerations, is
certainly exaggerated and it is believed that a carefully
designed pendulum would give’ interesting resultsc

XIX, STABILIZATION AS A FUNCTION OF THE LIFT

Two methods may be adopted for the construction of a
stabilizer as a function of the lift:

a) By measuring the magnitude of the lift by means of
an auxiliary surface. This magnitude is a function of i
and ~ 2; So long as the critical incidence is not exceed-
ed, the lift is a function of the product i V2 or -Uw .

b) By measuring the magnitude of the apparent gravity
along the OZ axis.’ Aec~rding to the equation of equi-
librium of the forces along the 02 axis, the component
Fz balances the apparent gravity. The latter is obtained

_ + g cos~ by means of an accelerometer.by measuring dt

No stabilizing unit based on the exclusive use of the
su;tentometer or accelerometer, was ever proposed.* On
the other handq several designers thought of using these
devices in combination with other contrivances. A stabil-
izer of this type is described later. It may “oe finally
stated that no designer ever used a statoscope alone.

xx. COMPOUND STABILIZERS - VANE ANEMOIVHZTERS

Many designers, considering that none of the simple
stabilizers can be perfect, built compound devices, com-
bining the features of two or more disturbance recorders.

T~~e six i~ldicators used, ~amely, the ~elgometer, wind
vine, free gyroscope, power-driven gyroscope, pendulum,

*The British Aeronautical Research Committee have just pub-
lisi~ed the description of a control-stick acceleration
alarm tested at the Royal Aircraft Establishioent. Winen
the acceleration exceeds a given value (2.5 or 3 g) a
binge is released near the handle and prevents the control
stick from being pulled farther back. This device is net
an actual stabilizer.
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and vertical accelerometer or sustentometer, permit a great
numb,er of ,com~i,nations to be made. Fortunately, designers
of stabilizing units’ have made a selection of the-possible
combinations, thus reducing the scope of our study.

The speed indicator is used in all cases, since one
of the main tasks of designers is the prevention of the
stall and of ensuing accidents. This simplifies our work,
since it permits confining our investigation to the com-
binations of the anemometer with one or more of the other
indicators. The first solution, given by Colonel Etdvd,
is the vane anemometer, a combination of an anemometer
with a wind vane.

This stabilizing unit incorporates the characteris-
tics of the first two types studied. It acts on fast os-
cillations by the stabilization of the incidence, which
it causes, and on slow oscillations through the interme-
diary of a component sensitive to speed. Its action may
be anticipated from Figures 6, 10, and 11.

The principle and the calculus of vane anemometers
formed the subject of investigations published by Colonel
Et6vd in L~A&ronautique. The action of the anemometric
vane is intensified by a neat combination. This device
uses the surface a (fig. 23), balanced about the c axis,
as a servo-motor intensifying the action of the wind on
the surface d. Theory, checked by wind-tunael tests,
shows that the useful moment about b, due to a variation
du of the speed, is proportional to K, U3 du, or to the
cube of the speed. On the other hand, the useful moment
produced by a variation of the incidence, is proportional
to the square of the speed and is expressed by K2 U2 di.

XXI . AIRPLANE FLYING WITH RELEASED CONTROLS

I
, Airplaile flight with. released controls may be reason-
,

ably introduced in the study of the automatic stability.
The elevator setting varies during such flights. We shall
seek to determine the law of t’hese variations. J is the

M ‘hinge moment, assumed. to be positive when it tends to raise
[ tile elevator. Thi ~ moment may be expressed by

, , . ....—.- ——. ...—— .. ..—.—..— .— . -- -.—. —
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whe,re C “
?

is a characteristic coefficient, Sm,r .t~e area
of the e evator,. Zm’ the elevator chord,, k a factor
expressing the difference between the air speed about the
tail unit and the translational speed of the airplane.

Experiments show that Cj
is expressed by

CJ =klif+kll~

C is tile moment exerted by the weight of the eleva-
tor, which it tends to depress. For a tail surface hut
little inclined to the horizontal and for small deflec-
tions, we have C = Pm d. (Fig. 24. )

If no action is exerted hy the controls on the coil-
trol surfaces, the elevator settles in a position of equi-
librium about its binge, for which J=C.

First case.- When the control surface is balanced--------—.
about its hinge, d is nil, we always have J=O

The total co~fficient of static stability Wt 9
ing allowance $or variations in the setting, is

But

g= —---.—Q_di! – k! dil

di! di kll di

For example, for

dil ~5
u= 0.008, ~= . P k I = 0.007 and k II= 0.01,

the coefficient of static stability (expressed in degrees)
is reduced by 0,0028.
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Second case.-—. The elevator is not balanced about its
Uu.go, . c. + 0. We always have. . ,,. . .,

(kl ii +k’1 ~) Smt Zml ~k=

$
~1

g a72
=- —i!+

k II kll Smt Zm! —k
2g

~ is no longer a function of i only, but also’of V.
Static stability is reduced by the same amount as before,
but a stabilization which is a function of the speed takes
place, since ~ increases with decreasing V.

The elevator is deflected by its own weight with chang-
ing airplane sgeed, This effect is similar to the action
of a statiilizer sensitive to speed. Heu ce, the act of re-
leasing an elevq’tor weighted aft of its hinge axis may be
ideiltified with t’hat of increasing inherent airplane sta-
bility by:

1. A stabilizing unit, function of the incidence, h,av-
i~zg a detrimental action;

2. A stabilizing unit, function of the speed, having
a favorable action.

The first unit exerts its action on the fast, and the
second on the slow oscillation. When, witil locked con-
trols, the airplane has enough statio stability to support
a reduction of t-he stability of incidence without great in-
co-~venience, tile effect of the speed stabilizer on the
slow oscillation may convey t’he impression of an increase
of the total airplane stability.

Tilis was show:ll,theoretically by Schenk and checked
experimentally by iiubiler,who neasured the, slow oscilla-
tion of a Junkers airplane with locked andreleased con-
trols, (Fig: 25. )

The characteristics of the oscillations are

COiltrOl _——. Locked Released

T 42 sec. 32 sec.

~+ 28.5 26.6
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The r.eduction.of the period, with released control
shows” that, in tilis case, the airplane is
restored to its “normal position.

more vigorously

The combination of anemometer and pendulum was made
“Dy at least three designers. All three used devices with
indirect drive and servo-motor, but their methods of con-
struction differed materially. When a.pendu.lum is used as
a disturbance detector, it usually contrrols tile servo-
motor in suc’n a manner that an increase. mf -Stresults in
a’stall. Our study of the simple pendulum -stabilizer is
based oil this assumption. The action of tl&z device is
favorable when tile effect of external disturbances is con-
cerned, but it starts a contradictory maaeuver when the
airplane speed is reduced by engine trouble. A speed sta-
bilizer is used to obviate this defect. The correction
is made ly establishing a suitable relation letween the
position of the pendulum and the speed, thus forming a
pendulum anemometer.

A particularly good solution was proposed and success-
fully tested by Mazade and Aveli~le in 1922. Its priilciple
is recalled in tile legend of Figure 26. A device ‘eased on
similar principles has been patented by the Askania compa-
ny (fig. 27).

The Doutre stabilizer, built and tested in 1911, like-
wise combined the anemometer and the pendulum, Imt for a
different purpose. It was designed to use the horizontal
inertia forces to brifig the airplane down h case of en-
gine trouble, tile relation between Elt‘and the setting be-
ing thus reversed. @ increase of B! resulted in a dive,
contrary to the l;esult obtained with the stabilizing units
described above. Tne device (fig. 28) consisted of an an-
euometric plate combined with two equal masses m and m?
sliding along shafts parallel with the longitudinal air-
plane axis. Tllege ~I~SeSB subject to the action of the
inertia forces

(
‘n ~~) and of the component mg sin O of

gravity, w,ere maintained by springs. An increase of 01
shiftiilg the masses forward, “and reductions in tile relati~e
speed, pusilifi.gthe plate forward, deflected the elevator
through the intermediary of a compressed air servo-motor,
thus nosing tile airplane over.
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.,. XXIV . GYROSCOPE AND ANEMOMETER ~

-.-.= .. *=,..

It is recalled ‘that t~e-first Sperry stabilizing
unit had an anemometric blade which nosed the airplane
over as “soon as the relative speed dropped below a certain
limit.

It is possible to obtain a continuous cumulation of
the gyroscope and anemometer readings. This solution is
p’reposed by Mr.. Marrnonier. (Fig. 30. ) The.gyro.scopic
unit of Mr. Marmonier is very complex. (Fig. 31. ) It is
weighted at the bottom and has four gyroscopes. Longitu-
dinal stability is controlled only by the two gyroscopes
shown in Figur”e 30. They can both”move through a certain
angle about vertical axes. However, these displacements
are limited by springs not shown in the drawing. It is
rather difficult to work out the theory of this unit,
since the gyroscopes are affected by displacements of the
airplane in azimuth. It is believed, however, that as
long as these displacements are small, the plane of the
external ring of the gyroscopic system, integral with the
index, remains horizontal. A description of the lateral
stability component of the Marmonier device is beyond the
scope of this paper.

xxv, LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AS A FUNCTION OF THE RELATIVE

AND ANGULAR VELOCITIES

The advantage of increasing the damping of airplane
oscillations was realized by Boykow who designed a sta-
bilizer for this purpose, which is. illustrated in Figure
32,

By means of a component sensitive to speed, the Boy-
kow stabilizerproduces a pitching moment of suitable di-
rection, but brakes this motion as soon, as it is incepted,
in order to prevent the position of equilibrium from be-
ing passed. Yet a difficulty is brought into evidence by
the figures illustrating the course of the disturbances
of. the airplane motion. The angular velocities corre-
sponding to the slow oscillations. are- small as compared
with the angular velocities of the fast oscillation at
the beginning of a disturbance, ,The former are of the
order of 1 degree per second, whereas the rapid oscilla-
tions involve ten times faster pitching motions. The con-

1
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trol of SI.OW oscillations requires very sensitive devices.
This sensitivity may be excessive for fast oscillations,
which have a sufficient degree of inherent damping and do
not require much additional damping.

The above description applies to the device as it was
seen in 1928 at the Berlin Salon. It may be further im-
proved by connecting with the dyaamorneter circuits any de-
sired type of disturbance detector cumulating its action
with that of the anemometer and gyroscopes. A weighted
gyroscope, not shown in the figurei was proposed for this
purpose. The anemo-accelerometer described above might
likewise be substituted to tune simple anemometer. The
principle is subject to many variations, since the funds-’
mental idea of this device is to increase the damping hy
using the gyroscopes as tachometers recording very small
angular velocities.

XXVI . POSSIBILITY OF LIATHEiJATICAL STUDY

The great variety of systems proposed for the longi-
tudinal stabilization of air:ylanes appears from the pre-
ceding study, which illustrates the effect of these de-
vices on tile airplcane trajectory. Useful indications are
afforded by calculation, which permits makiilg a theoret-
ical study of t-ne effect exerted on t’he trajectory by sta-
bilizing units which are functions of the variables u,
v, q, and d defining the motion.

As previously stated, the method of small motions
requires the derivatives of forces and moments to he ex-
pressed as functions of these four variables. The deriv-
atives of tho noment for a standard airplane are

V can lo ideiltified ‘with u, and we can write
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d-i x ~~~” QZ=A,Now —=
du “U2 du nD

on the assumption that the number of revolutions n of
the engine is independent of u, or roughly, 1:2 nD,
qaaking allowance for the variation of n corresponding
to current values of the propeller characteristics. Hence
we have, for the second assumption,

aild, finally,

)2 cm ●

Likewise,

We know already that

Lastly dM/d6 is nil, since the forces and aerody -
~-amic moments about SLl air;olane are functions of its mo -
tioil relative to the air, but independent of its absolute
posit ioil in space.

The four derivatives of the mombi~t M may thus be de-
termined as functions of the characteristics ?13m/di ,.
m~/aY, am/m, which mere defined at the heginni-ng of
this report. It is recalled that the term with dCm/?YY
‘had been neglected in t-he calculated example, When an
airplane is equipped with a stabilizing unit whose action
is instantaneous and which deflects the elevator in ac-
cordance wit-h the function of one of the varialles u, w,
q, 6, the expression of the derivatives need only to be
completed by the termsl

I
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dli d$ aV2 acm d~
——=.
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2g ap de

The derivatives
~, g, *, ~ incorporated in the lat-

ter conform to the law of operation of the stabilizing
un it. This method of investigation was used by Garner and
Gates in working out the problem of automatic stahiliza- “
tion.

The calculation was not extended beyond the determi-
nation of the periods and of t-he damping. It stressed the
advantages afforded by stabilizing units working as func-
tions of the angular velocity. It is to be regretted that
this calculation was not extended to the determination of
the amplitudes, which requires much more ti”me. Interest-
ing results may be obtained by a further development of
this calculus, on the understanding, however, that it is
valid only for an instantaneous action of the stabilizing
unit. The method of small motions is based on the assump-
tion that the air forces are functions o“f the variables
u, w, q, 0 and independent of t-heir derivatives. It is
unsuitable for anticipating the effect of stabilizing
units working as functions of a~l acceleration.

None of the stabilizing units known at present fully
solves the problem proposed at the beginning of this study.
T“heproblem .is too complex, inasmuch as the action of the
stabilizing unit often depends on tile characteristics of
the airplane on which it is mountod. We have outlined the
principles”of operation of longitudinal stabilizing units
showing that, regardless of the adopted law of elevator
deflection, only a part of the problem can be solved, when
the airi~lane is controlled ?Iy the elevator alone. It is
impossible to stabilize simultaneously ail the variables
characterizing the airplane motion, Each stabilizing unit
controls one or two of tkese variables leaving the others
free.
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The regularity of the airplane trajectory may be in-
.> creased if, in addition to the elevator, other portions

of the ~lane, e.g., the wings, are deflected. ~his leads
to the problem of the flexible or hinged wing, to which
much attention was devoted by i3reguet, de Monge, and Leyat,
who built airplanes to suit this program, A study of
these airplanes is beyond the scope of this paper, but at-
tention is invited to the new solutions made possible by
these instruments, the theoretical study of which grows
constantly more complex on account of the new variables
involved. (Figs. A and B.)

THE D.V.L. 231SS PHOTOCHRONOGRAPH

This device, which is chiefly used for the study of
landing and take-off trajectories, was d.esigued by the
D.V. L. (Deutsche Vorsuchsanstalt f~r Luftfahrt) and built
by Zeiss.

~hotochronogr~~ic device.- The cylindrical light-— —— .—
metal case has a llTele-Tessar’f lens of 40 cm (15.75 in.)
focal length with an ap6rture of 1:6.3. This lens is ver-
tically offset, a space of only 1 cm (0.4 in.) height be-
ing left for the foreground below the ‘norizon, while the
field in which the recorded maneuvers take place has a
height of 8 cm (3.15 in.). The shutter is of the four-
plate type for 1/100 second exposures. The chronograph,
for readings to 1/50 secoi~d, is shown in the upper open-
ing of the case. A second lens reproduces its image, as
well as that of a pad placed beside it, at the bottom of
eat-h record.

Film magazine.- Afilm strip of 12.5”x 0.08 m (41 ft.—.
X 3.15 in.) for 80 ne~atives of 7 X 12 cm (“2..75X 4.72 in.)
“suffices for four take-offs and landings.

Method of applicationO- For a take-off the photochron-——.—
ograph is placed 50m (164 ft.) behind the airplane ready
to take off against, ‘the wind. In landing, the airplane
flies over the instrument. Hen”c’&the “plane of.symmet.ry of
the airplane must be perpendicular” to the plane of the
film. 3’or a known span, the trajectories can be easily
interpreted by successive measurements of the -prints w“ith

—
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a comparator. The accuracy, of the order of f4.5 cm (1.77’
in.) for pictures taken at horizontal distances of over
100 m (328. ft.) and of 30 CM (11.8 in.) at 450 m (1476
ft.), is quite remarkable.

Left : Complete device.- The black bag at the rear con-
tains the
off f=~$%:;:::t .

film, any length of which can be cut

~ht ●. Elements of the ‘ohot~hronograph - I’rom left to.&. -——
right.- Rear view of case, film magazine, and rear cover,
winding device, and film bag. The locking arrangement of
the bag is impervious to light. Total weight with tripod:
14 kg (31 lb.).

LEGENDS

FIGURE 14.- Diagram of the Etdvd a.lemomotric stabil-
izing unit (1914). This device consists of an anemometric
surface n, mounted on an upright pivoting about the axis
o, ~ild of a combination of two equal uasses q and r,
incunted on another upright pivoted atiout the axis p.
These two masses, equidistant from the axis p, form an
inertia balance opposing rotational motions. A spriilg S,
connects the anemometer with the inertia balance, and an
adjustable spring t, balances the action of the wind on
n. Shaft p, of the balance, can be thrown into gear
with the shaft of the airplane control stick.

FIGURE 16.- Etdvd power vane.- The Ete’ve’stabilizer,—-.— —— .
placed behind the wing, consists of a vane a, hinged
about an axis b. The displacements of the vane control
the setting of the elevator e, hinged about f, through
the intermediary of the rod cd. The elevator is automat-
ically depressed with increasing angle of incidence (case
of the figure). A conveniently chosen lever arm deflects
tile elevator 4° when tile vaneis deflected 1°. The vail~
can be operated by means of a suitable control, which per-
mits t-he position of equilibrium to be changed, The ele-
vator can thus he controlled by the vane. A I’?rightbi-
plane was stabilized by this device in 1910.

FIGURE 17 - Constantin ‘Po-wervane.- The Constantin——
vane has a comparatively small area and consists of a com-
bination of two superposed hollow vanes. It is hinged to
a deformable quadrilateral ABCD , and talanced by counter-
weights, A maximum vane moment is reached by: a) using
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vanes with sections having the largest possille dCz/di
,>, .-val.ue.;....~)..-P.T@ucingverY favorable angular displacements,

or much work for smal’1 displacement-s-. -.The first condition
is fulfilled by Mr. Constantin by using two thin vanee in
biplane arrangement. These vanee are lent to arcs of a
circle, the insides of the cambers facing each other. It
is proved that the dCz /di of such a combination is very
large. The second condition is fulfilled by the inventor
by using a quadrilateral ABCD with slightly different
sides AD and BC, AB, and.CD being equal. When BC,
which is a little, larger than AD, is located at the rear,
the vanes are pivoted by any upward displacement and their
incidence ie thus slightly reduced. Herice the vane is sta-
ble as if its pivot axis were located i~ front. The rela-
tion is such that, for a variation of 1 in the angle of
incidence of the vane, the lever arms AB and CD are de-
flected through approximately 20°. This amplification
corresponds to a fictitious lengthening of the lever arm
from 1 to 20 and permits a considerable stress to be ex-
erted by the vane. This arrangement permits the direct
control of the elevator by means of a vane with a very
small area.

FIGURE 18 - Sperry-device for automatic longitudinal
stabilization ~ means of a———.— . -.— !%Yroscope.- The latest Sperry
device operates the three controls and consists of two
electrically driven gyroscopes revolving at 15,000 r.p.m.
The gyroscope with vertical axis controls the longitudinal
stability. It is hung on gimbals and oscillates about
axes parallel with OX and OY. Its displacements about
OY are accompanied by an index i moving along the dis-
tributor segment S and making electrical contacts in one
or the other direction, according to the inclination @
of the airplane with respect to the gyroscope, which is
motionless in space. Through these contacts the elevator
is operated by. the following method, common to all three
controlee An impeller M, of coris.tant.speed, drives a
main shaft A a,ld three sets of bevel, gears, such as the
couple P1-P2 mounted idle on this shaft~ Contact be-
tween the upper bevel wheel pl or the lower wheel pa
and the main shaft A is ?sta,blishe.d, when necessary, by
sliding stops operated by the fork F. This is achieved
by pivoting the fork lever Under the action of an elect~o-
imgnet E, controlled by.t’he contacts of- the index with
the segment, According to the inclination of the gyroscope,
the upper or lower bevel wheel follows the ‘“motion of the
shaft . The third bevel gea~ pa, always meshed with the
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other two wheels, revolves in one. or the other direction
and operates the control surface. Simultaneously, through
the intermediary of the worm gear V, the segment is re-
stored to its neutral position,, thus insuring full control
over the device. Automatic piloting is achieved by an
auxiliary device not shown in the figure, which changes
the position of the segrnent.with respect to the suspension
riqgs of the gyroscope.

FIGURE 23 - Et#v6 vane anem.omete~.- a, guiding sur-
face, supported by an arm bc, hinged about the b axis,
a being rotatable about c. When a is locked to its
axi s, it acts like a simple wind vane, conforming to the
direction of the wind, provided, however, that the e.g.
of the entire unit is on the b axis. In order to facil-
itate this balancing action, Colonel Etdv6 placed the ane-
mometer in front. It consists of a drag plate d, mount -
ed on a rod de, hinged about the f axis, this axis be-
ing itself supported” by the rod bc. The bar gh , is in-
tegral with a. The rod eg, connects tile anemometer
with the wind vane. kl is the elevator control and i
the adjustmeilt spring operated by tile pilot through a cable
j. The guide pulley can be placed at a fixed point such
as m, the figure bchm then forming a deformable trape-
zium which permits increasing the efficiency of the wind
vane’.

FIGURE 26 - Mazade and Aveline device___ T-ne pendulum———-
consists of a mass of mercury contained in a U-shaped tube
located in the plane of synaetry. The top of the rear
branch of tbe U tube is ope~l. l%e forward branch is con-
nected with a“Venturi tule, The nercury in this “~ranch is
subjected to the action of a negative pressure increasing
as the square of the speed and its level is simultaneously
a function of the apparent vertical and of t22e relative
speed. An e.l~ctrod,e enters each tube. Its length is ad-
justed so as to be slightly above the surface of the mer-
cury in normal flight. Then the inercury shifts place,
one or the other electrode comes in contact with it and
closes a “circuit which, by a relay, controls a servo-motor.
The Mazade stabilizing unit has a recall device A. It
may be assumed that an increase of the relative speed or
a displacement of the apparent gravity in the direction
of the i~creasing 01 values makes the mercury rise in the
forward tube. The servo-motor raises the elevator as long
as the circuit re’rnainsclosed. A rotation of the tube
about a transverse axis exerts the necessary a,ction to
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> ,avoid excessive eleya%or setting B. This rotation raises
~hx”?~o”$~”-”ttiljezlnd-its -electrode bre.~=g thg clrcuito Thi S
system may “be identified with the segment “use’din’ the” @“&se
wheri a sliding index is controlled by the di~turbance in-
dicator. The oscillations of them ercury are damped by
stops placed in the tube and permitting the olscill,ations’
to be transformed into aperiodicalli recurrent motions.
The relation for the” cumulation of disturbances ae! and
8V2 is.given by the pitch of the branches of the U aild
by the cross section of the Venturi.” A devicec ohforming
to a given law can thus be constructed.

FIGURE 27 - Askania device .- This figure” was published
i,n our Patent Review, No. 143, page 138, A Venturi pro-
duces a negative pressure in a chamber C, cio~ed by a
flexible diaphragm 3. This diaphragm is connected with a
pendulum 5, and the displacements of t,he whole system
are transmitted to an oscillating nozzle 6,
a jet of compressed air.

traversed by
The direction of this jet con-

trols the elevator deflections. The recall motion is pro-
duced by displacements of receiving pipes opposite the os-
cillating nozzle. In the Askania” stabilizer the speed and
0’ increments act in the same direction. The system is
completed by pressure boxes 1, operating throttle valve
2a and thus eventually stopping the air supply. The Ven-
turi produces a suction in the cavity according to the
density of the air. The air intake is controlled by the
pressure boxes according to the pressure of the surround-
ing air. This device has a great variety of adjustments.
Thus , the effect, on the diaphragm, of variations in the
density of the air, may be balanced. On the other hand,
tilese effects cam also be amplified, thus eventually ren-
dering the stabilizer sensitive to variations in altitude
(application, of the eighth disturbance indicator).

l?lGIJRE430 - Diagram of the Marmonier device for auto=
matic lorigi.h.udinalstability “by EY roscop’es and an”emome-
*T -

.——..-—.-
A system .of two’ gy~,.qpcopes, GI and Gz, mounted on

gzmbals,, is assumed to be al,way~ in, a horizontal plane.
The. &xt&bnal ring a, of this. unit, controls the displace-
ments of an index i on a sOgment s through khe inter-
mediary of two diffarentia s

,*
PI and P2. When the airplane

stalls, the gyroscope move;.‘tn&’”iiid-exiinthe direction of
the arrow. The servo-motor S is thus started and the
elevator depressed, Simultandcjusly, the recall device
allifts 6.

The variation$ of the relative speed exert an action
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#

on the horizontal pinioil of the differential PI. A re-
duction of the relative speed results in a forward shift-
ing of the index. The amplitude of this displacement de-
pends on the characteristics of the opposing springs of
the anemometric blade. Beyond a certain limit, this blade
is insensitive to speed increments, its backward motions
being c’hecked by a stop. The control stick operates the
horizontal -pinion of the second differential Pa. A for-
ward motion of the stick shifts the index in the same di-
rection. The displacements of tne gyroscopic unit are
transmitted to the segment only when the pinions of the
differential revolve about their axis without the latter
traveling about its hinge point on the main shaft. ‘l’he
%lade and stick controls must “therefore be irreversible or
at least have” a much greater resistance than that due to
displacements of the index.

I?IGURE 32 - ~kow automatic stahiliz~ng_uniti detect-.—.
Rular velocities.- TWO gyroscopes Gz

.—-

and G2, revolving in opposite directions, precess about
vertical axes Al and A2, interconnected by master and
articulated connecting rods B, but restored to their in-
itial position by springs r. An angular pitching veloc-
ity corresponding to tile stalling motion, turns tile axes
of precession in the direction of t’he arrows 1 when the
gyroscopes revolve in the direction 2. One of the axes
of precession controls the displacements of an index i.
The other is, on the contrary, subjected to the action of
a moment which is function of the air speed. This momeilt
is interpreted by an electrodynamometer E, controlled
by a speed iildicator I. With decreasing speed, the dyna-
mometer produces s.momeilt about its axis in the direction
of the arrow 1. Hence the effect of the electrodynamom-
eter and the precessional motion of the gyroscopes cunu-
late on the index, A displacement of the latter in the
direction of the arrow produces a positive elevator de-
flection P. The index I slides over an electrical re-
sistance ab. The wiring system, which f’orinsa Whetstone
bridge, shows how a noment depending on the position of
t~~e index is exerted on the dynamometer axis. The index
modifies the relation between the resistances a and b,
sending a variable current through the diagoilal consistiilg
of coil c. The resistances d and e are varialle, and
f represents the winding of the exciting electromagnets E.

Translation by W. L. Koporind&,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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Airplane with a coefficient of stability w = 0.008
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Fig. 11 Oscillations established after an initial disturbance
characterized by 6U = 10 mfsec. (horizontalgust opposed
to motien of airplane.)
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Fig.18 ~perry devloe Yor auto-
matio longitudinal

stabilization by means of a
gyroscope.

Fig.33 Boykow automatlo stabilizing
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Left,60 = -0.2 radian and 6W = -8 m/s,

Center,6w = -8 m/s;

Right,6u = 10 m/s.

o 4 8 0 4 8 0 4 8

sec.

1
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Fig.22 Variations of the speed along OX (6u), of the
derivative d(6u)/dt of this speed, of the inclination

0 of the airplane to the horizontal and of the inclination e!
of an aperiodic ;~eridulumcarried in flight, for three trees
of initial distw-bances.
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